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ESBSCO055ESBSCO021ESBSCO006

ESB368ESB366ESB311

ESB309ESB199ESB159

ESBSCO101ESBSCO059 ESBSCO119

15cm square cards
Scotland themed designs from across 

our Holy Mackerel ranges
01395 578571



ESBSCO187ESBSCO183ESBSCO182

ESBSCO171ESBSCO145ESBSC0144

ESBSCO143ESBSCO124ESBSCO120

ESBSCO209ESBSCO196 ESBSCO268

ESBSCO303ESBSCO269 ESBSCO308



ESASCO014ESASCO007ESASCO006

ESASCO005ESA004ESASCO001

ESBSCO337ESBSCO335ESBSCO314

ESASCO027ESASCO025 ESASCO033

ESASCO035 ESASCO036 ESASCO039

Surf’s up in Scotland The Scottish smooth

Growing your own in Scotland

Catching the breeze in Scotland

Crazy Scottish cat lady

A spot of angling in Scotland



RBC114RBC113RBC103

RBC102RBC084ESASCO083

BW1658

VBA085

BW1634

BWS1611 BW1647 BW1673

ESASCO080ESA078ESA074



ESD037ESD018

SLA013SLA011SLA003

ESD056ESD038 ESD065

ESD085ESD076 ESD086

Funny Olde 

Worlde cards 

15cm square

JPT027KMT036KMT021

10cm

mini

cards



NB95WESD02 95mm sq. notebook

NBESD04 A6 notebook

Funny Olde Worlde teatowels
Made here in the UK, our teatowels are 100% cotton and come 

folded with a barcoded bellyband

TTLESD01 TTLESD11TTLESD07

Funny Olde Worlde gifts & souvenirs
All of our cards and gifts are manufactured in the UK, and we have a range 

of counter display options available

BMESD12 bookmark

FMESD01 65 x 90mm magnet

Lots of William Wallace here, 
but if you want another 

character on these products 
just give us a call!



Bespoke cards for that local touch
If you want something that’s really local to you and your customers then 
you might be interested in our bespoke designs.  Any existing image from 
most of the ranges in our main brochure can be combined with the text 

of your choice to give you a design exclusive to your town or village.

The great news is there is no extra charge for this, we just ask you to 
buy  36 of the card, rather than the usual pack of 6.

One Lump or Two teatowels
Made here in the UK, our teatowels are 100% cotton and 

come folded with a barcoded bellyband

TTLESB06TTLESB05

The Full Scottish

TTLESASCO01

Contact us at 01395 578571 or sales@holy-mackerel.co.uk
and browse our website at www.holy-mackerel.co.uk

Registered address: Holy Mackerel (UK) Ltd, Ratford Bridge, Dale Road, Haverfordwest, SA62 3SA
Company reg no 04518915, VAT reg no 794333113


